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fry6ndi,fem./m«rfj. The -i of the feminine was extended
to the masculine and neuter, which was the cause of their
passing over into the ja-declension (§ 433). In OE. the pres.
participle was declined strong or weak like an ordinary
adjective. When used predicatively it often had the un-
inflected form for all genders in the nom. and accusative.
§ 442. The past participle, like the present, was declined
strong or weak like an ordinary adjective. When strong
it was declined like manig or halig (§ 429) according as the
stem-syllable was short or long; and similarly when it was
declined weak (§ 44O). When used predicatively it gener-
ally had the uninflected form for all genders. A small
number of past participles of strong verbs have i-umlaut
of the stem-vowel, because in prim. Germanic, beside the
ordinary ending -6naz = Indg. -enos, there also existed
-iniz = Indg. -enis, hence forms like segen beside agen,
own; cymen beside cumen, come; slegen beside slaegen,
slagen, slain; tygen from *tuginiz beside togen from
*tugenaz, drawn.
B.    the comparison of adjectives.
i. the comparative degree.
§443. The Indg. parent language had several suffixes
by means of which the comparative degree was formed.
But in the individual branches of the parent language, one
of the suffixes generally became more productive than the
rest, and in the course of time came to be the principal
one from which the comparative was, formed,  the other
suffixes only being preserved in isolated forms.    The only
Indg. comparative  suffix which remained productive  in
the Germanic languages is 4s^, which became -iz- (= Goth.
•izv OHG. -ir-, OE. -r-) in prim. Germanic by Verner's law.
To this suffix was added in prim. Germanic, or probably
in the pre-Gerraanic period, the formative suffix -en-, -on-,

